The Story

The Troubadour Story
Troubadour is a London-based luxury menswear brand, specialising in
beautiful handcrafted bags and accessories made from the finest materials,
such as vegetable-tanned Italian leathers. The Troubadour aesthetic
combines incredible craftsmanship and a deep respect for function with
modern design that’s both elegant and understated.
Function is at the heart of the design process, with the team thoughtfully
tailoring each piece to meet the lifestyle needs of the Troubadour man.
The natural, vegetable-tanned leather anchoring every product ensures
these goods will age beautifully over many decades. The brand
intentionally foregoes any synthetic paint finish on the leather, promising
that – with time – each bag will become wonderfully unique to its owner,
reflecting a lifetime of travel and adventure.
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About The Founders
In 2011, two former London financiers, Samuel Bail and Abel Samet, set
out on a quest to find the perfect bag.
Like many of their colleagues and friends, the pair struggled to find a
functional, thoughtfully designed bag that would be equally at home in
boardroom and business travel scenarios as it would for post-work gym
outings or casual weekend getaways.
Unsuccessful in their hunt, they decided to take it upon themselves to
create their idea of “an ideal bag”. The duo embarked on an eighteenmonth odyssey across Europe seeking out the best materials and people
– think small, family-owned tanneries in Tuscany and world-renowned
zipper manufacturers – along the way identifying the preferred techniques
and generations of artistry that would come to represent the Troubadour
way. Thus, Troubadour Goods was born.
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Troubadour Design Notes
Modern Design
– Troubadour designs are precise and thoughtful, with no unnecessary
flair.
– Clean lines, with minimal seams and hardware.
– Raw-edge detailing, hand-stitched folded pockets and matte black
hardware.
Intentionally Unbranded
– Troubadour pieces shun overt branding.
– The name lives subtly on the hardware on the exterior of each piece.
100% Natural, Vegetable-Tanned Italian Leather
– Completely natural leather.
– No added finish or artificial patterns.
– Natural oils in the leather give it a beautiful patina over time.
– Scratches disappear by briefly rubbing the leather.
– Pieces are composed of the top 2% of leather hides in Italy.
Well-Polished Zippers
– Each zipper tooth is cut from brass and polished individually, to
ensure it operates smoothly, for many years.
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Fabric + Leather Collections
In January 2016, Troubadour Goods will launch an all-new collection
featuring a material mix of fabric and leather. The handcrafted line features
new silhouettes and colourways, along with signature Troubadour design
notes. The collection honours the style, functionality and minimalist
aesthetic that drive the Troubadour design philosophy. Initial fabric
offerings range from a technical cotton canvas to a beautiful nylon to
a matte rubber. The pieces weigh and price significantly less than the
original all-leather Troubadour line.
100% natural, vegetable-tanned Italian leather paired with three different
premium fabric materials: Nebraska, Napacot and Custo.
– Nebraska: versatile, water-repellent nylon with an open weave to
give the material a more masculine aesthetic.
– Napacot: a technical material (nylon-infused canvas) that combines
the look and feel of canvas with the water-resistant and durable
characteristics of nylon.
– Custo: a matte rubberized material with a modern look and feel. This
very soft, water-resistant material’s name pays homage to Jacques
Cousteau.
Updated Construction
– Each piece is significantly lighter than earlier designs.
– Detachable straps, extra grab handles, and leather-wrapped hidden
magnets.
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